EDUCATE

With outdoor kitchens
rapidly increasing in
popularity, Sean Butler
discusses the key
considerations to be
made when installing one
Outdoor kitchens are very much on trend; they
are now included in almost every design brief
we take from a client. Al fresco living is on the
up, and it’s being taken to new dimensions.
Clients are embracing the idea of extending
their home with an open-air living room,
creating a complete indoor experience,
outdoors. We now have dining areas and sofa
areas with fire pits and fire tables, and while
barbecues are still popular, the more discerning
clients have moved onto the outdoor kitchen.
The first step in creating an outdoor kitchen is
considering where the kitchen is going, and
then specifying the correct material, based on
its location and the client’s budget.

The converted stable block kitchen shown
here is covered, but is open on two sides.
Stainless steel 316 should be used on all
outdoor kitchens, rather than the cheaper
grade 304. Here, a chiller, barbecue grill,
cupboard and sink have all been incorporated.

This sketch shows the typical detail required
for the framework of an outdoor kitchen. This
kitchen is in production for one of our projects,
and will have a grill, side burner, fridge and two
cupboards, all in 316 stainless steel.
The steel frame shown here, which we are
building in-house, is being adjusted to
accommodate a fridge, grill, outdoor ‘egg’
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oven, side burner and open log storage space.
This frame was built in 20mm box tubing,
which was galvanised and then powder-coated
in a matte black. The granite supplier will be

profiling the framework with a work surface,
lower shelf and side trims, and recessed
lighting rebate. We have designed adjustable
feet into both of the above frames to ensure
correct adjustment on-site; adjustable feet can
easily be fitted to tubular framework designs,
either in black plastic, stainless steel or a
combination.
Designers should get a quote from an
experienced contractor before suggesting any
budgets to potential clients. As a guide, a basic
layout starts at £10,000.

• Types of cooking, grill, side burner and ‘eggs’.
The grill is a gravity-held barbecue unit that fits
neatly into the work surface. This will cook

everything at a basic level. If your clients want to
impress, they may prefer a slow-cook ‘egg’
oven, which can cook everything from a 14-hour
slow roast to the perfect pizza. The ‘egg’ can
also smoke food such as fish, with its small
wood tray insert. A side burner is for a pan to
throw a few vegetables in, or to use a wok.
• Lighting. Clients have to be able to see what
they’re cooking, so consider the kitchen’s
position and how it can be lit to both look
stunning and be practical when in use.
• Gas and electricity supply. These need ducting
to and from the kitchen in the right place. The
client may not want gas bottles under the work
surface; these can be repositioned away from
the area, but larger gas bottles will be required
to make sure there is enough pressure to get
the gas to travel a longer distance. We use 47kg
gas bottles in pairs, so that clients always have a
spare. Only a Gas Safe-registered fitter should
be used, and an NICEIC qualified electrician.
Use propane gas – it burns at a higher rate than
butane and generates more heat.
• When designing in wood, concrete or block and
render, you must consider the trim detail around
appliances, doors, corners and up-stands.
• Designing the kitchen around the appliances is
the safe way to ensure the layout is correct and
well-balanced, with enough working space.
Yes, there is a lot to consider – but the
possibilities are endless.
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Design considerations
• Distance from the house. If the kitchen is
further then 10m from the house, a chiller or
fridge should be included – it’s more
convenient for clients to reach for a drink
when they are entertaining and relaxing.

Sean Butler is a landscape designer and director
of Cube 1994. With a background in civil
engineering, Sean has an in-depth understanding
of the design, construction and maintenance of
the physical and naturally built landscape.
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